eSHAFTS: Integrated and graphical drug design software based on 3D molecular similarity.
With the development of computer technology, computer-aided drug design (CADD) has become an important means for drug research and development, and its representative method is virtual screening. Various virtual screening platforms have emerged in an endless stream and play great roles in the field of drug discovery. With the increasing number of compound molecules, virtual screening platforms face two challenges: low fluency and low visibility of software operations. In this article, we present an integrated and graphical drug design software eSHAFTS based on three-dimensional (3D) molecular similarity to overcome these shortcomings. Compared with other software, eSHAFTS has four main advantages, which are integrated molecular editing and drawing, interactive loading and analysis of proteins, multithread and multimode 3D molecular similarity calculation, and multidimensional information visualization. Experiments have verified its convenience, usability, and reliability. By using eSHAFTS, various tasks can be submitted and visualized in one desktop software without locally installing any dependent plug-ins or software. The software installation package can be downloaded for free at http://lilab.ecust.edu.cn/home/resource.html. © 2019 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.